
Associazione 
Diramarsi



Mission & Vision
We promote methods and tools 
for raising awareness of the 
culture of sustainability, which is:

BALANCE

SERENITY
WELL-BEING

We seek a closer 
connection with nature and 
people in order to increase:

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL
ECONOMIC



Goals
The main goal is to create a dynamic, participative and accessible context by 

creating a
MULTIDISCIPLINARY NETWORK FOR EXPERIMENTING AND SHARING 

INFORMATION 
To do so, we organize events, workshops, exhibitions, festivals, conferences, 

study groups, research and experimentation in the following fields of work:

● Agriculture and Ecology
● Health and Well-being
● Art and Culture
● Science and Technology
● Food Culture



History

✐ What questions are alive in us? 

✐ What dreams push us forward?

✐ Which skills can we share and 

teach?

The Cultural Association was founded in 2017 by a group of students and 
young workers. Based in Moncalieri, most of the events and workshops take 
place in the educational farm R.A.M. Radici a Moncalieri (tr. Roots in 
Moncalieri). 



Staff

President
Graduate in Natural 
Resources Management and 
Wellness Operator 

She loves to share 
experiences of connection 
with nature, techniques for 
psychophysical well-being 
and the creation of 
sustainable systems and 
environments. 

NICOLA LUCAVALENTINA
Vice-president
Education, Network, Vision..

He Turns dreams and ideas into 
real projects. Creator of networks 
of people actively engaged in the 
creation of a better world, very 
skilled in the dissemination of 
sustainability good practices.

Treasurer
Graduate in Project Writing 
and Planning

He loves to find the common 
threads that maintain a 
balance between needs, 
well-being and economic 
expenses.



Staff

FILIPPO ANDREA
Genuine cook, passionate 
about the sea.

Engaged for the equitable 
sharing of resources and the 
dialogue needed to use wealth 
not to generate more wealth 
but for the well-being for all.

Graduate in Agricultural 
Science and Technology, 
permaculturist.

He is engaged daily in the 
dissemination and sharing 
of knowledge, always using 
the experience in the fields 
and with plants as a 
starting point. 

SVEVA
Student in International 
Science Attentive to the 
environmental dynamics 
and the promotion of a 
sustainable lifestyle, she 
is committed to supporting 
the others in their 
respective goals, 
contributing with her own 
skills and passions.



KATE
Volunteer from Slovakia through ESC

Visual communication design 
student taking a gap year, helps 
out with social media, designing 
graphics and general activities.

 



Self-Production Workshops

• Saponification
• Extraction of essential oils and 

toothpaste
• Production of creams
• Handmade pasta and sauces
• Bread and pizza making
• Jams, juices, ice lollies, malt / beer 

malt drinks
• Bakery

Thanks to the collaboration with the Cooperativa Liberitutti, in July 2018 various 
trainings for groups of citizens and girls seeking political asylum were held.



Thai Massage Workshops 
One of the aspects that we would 
like to explore is the diffusion of 
well-being understood in a 
holistic sense as psychophysical 
and emotional harmony.

With this inspiration, in July 2018 
we hosted the Thai Massage 
workshop with the Japanese 
Master Takashi, guest in Italy of 
the Blue Temple Body Work for 
the Sangha of Thai Massage in 
Turin.



Local Network: 
Temporary Shop

In 2018, Diramarsi joined the local 
associations network Moncalieri 
Comunità that offered the 
opportunity to present its work and 
raise funds for projects within the 
temporary Christmas shop. 

This was the first opportunity to be 
known locally and to discover the 
work of other associations in the 
area.



Wild Herbs Walk

The collaboration with 
Salutarmente, a young association 
of Moncalieri begins in spring 2019 
with the mutual project of 
discovering the paths of the hill 
and its delicious spring herbs. 

A good reason to walk, make 
friends, experience the territory 
and discover the tastes and 
properties of wild herbs.



Children in Permaculture
We supported the crowdfunding for 
printing the Italian version of the 
"Manual of Permaculture for 
Children".
An important move to support the 
network of educators in Europe who 
started this project, helping with its 
diffusion in Italy.

Starting from the application of this 
manual we are continuously 
experimenting and evolving in the 
implementation of the permacultural 
approach with children.



Mushrooms Workshop
In spring 2019, we undertook the study of a new food production thanks to the 
construction of a mushroom farm. We started with the workshop of theory and practice of 
self-production of shitake using the trunk inoculum technique. 
From the historical religious use to today's cultivation, we looked for the best and easy 
techniques to cultivate these excellent allies for a healthy diet.



ESC Project
At the end of spring and thanks to the 
European Solidarity Corps, we welcome 
our first ESC team: Núria and Noèmie. 
They stayed with us for six months 
helping in the realization of projects, 
taking care of spreading the values of 
the association and making it evolve with 
new ideas.
They were very good at contributing to 
the improvement of sustainability, 
organization and agricultural activities of 
RAM.



Local Events
A day in support of the event "5km of cuddles: run/walk and charity party to celebrate the 
first year of activity of the associations "SalutarMente" and "Le Coccole di Mamma Irene". 
Event organized in the Vallere Park thanks to the collaboration of the Park Authority and 
the patronage of the Municipality of Moncalieri. 
We presented the association and involved the participants in a game on sustainable 
development objectives.



Events about the 
Columbian Culture

We hosted Juanito dal 
Retono del Mais from 
Guasca (Colombia) who 
shared with the members of 
the association stories and 
curiosities about ancestral 
medicines. 
The evening was 
accompanied by his music 
with voice, harp and drum. 



Ancestral Medicines - INIPI
With Juanito we built a sweat lodge, 
following the traditional process: 
location, choice and recovery of the 
materials, collection and preparation 
of the stones.
The hut was used to host the first 
INIPI ceremony led by Juanito. 
The fire heated the stones and the 
songs, the drum and the group 
accompanied the whole practice.



Open Air Cinema Events
To welcome  the summer, we organised the presentation and screening of a film about 
breeding. It was also an opportunity to welcome the new members and sell the craft 
beers of BAM, Birrificio Agricolo, the local brewery in Moncalieri.



Piantalá - the shared garden
An ambitious project started in 
autumn 2019 with some events 
and a first crowdfunding 
campaign. The goal is to 
regenerate a degraded land to 
create a garden and an orchard 
for a communal management and 
use, through a participatory 
design, aimed at promoting the 
botanical peculiarities of the 
territory and the growth of a 
community who is attentive and 
respectful towards the 
environment.



Biopark
In October 2019, we realized an 
incredible cultural event that saw the 
participation of several artists, singers, 
dancers and the joint participation of 
several groups of volunteers. 
Here was launched the new 
crowdfunding project of Diramarsi 
Piantalá, for the creation of a collective 
park in Moncalieri.



Beer Brulé
In December 2019, we gathered on the 
field in regeneration, we tasted the 
spicy hot beer with the company of 
some supporters and partners of our 
project Piantalá. We took the 
opportunity to present our initiative and 
listen to some anecdotes about the old 
rural life of the Castelvecchio area and 
talk about the hydrogeological situation 
of the hills of Turin.



Christmas Temporary Space  
Also this year we participated in 
the Christmas events promoted 
by the Municipality of Moncalieri 
together with many associations 
of the territory. We collaborated 
in the creation and management 
of the Temporary Space. It was 
an opportunity to present the 
handcraft products of Diramarsi, 
talk about the projects and 
network with other local 
associations and realities. 



Change Making Tour
 We took part in an international European 
project which proposes a new format of 
mobility that combines: cultural exchange and 
volunteering actions, training and travel based 
on the concept of sustainable tourism, with a 
focus on the active participation and support of 
the local communities.

https://changemakingtours.org/ta
ganga-tayrona-national-park-for-c
oral-reef-protection/

https://changemakingtours.org/taganga-tayrona-national-park-for-coral-reef-protection/
https://changemakingtours.org/taganga-tayrona-national-park-for-coral-reef-protection/
https://changemakingtours.org/taganga-tayrona-national-park-for-coral-reef-protection/


CMT Project
At the beginning of this year and thanks 
to the Change Making Tour project, 
funded by Erasmus+, in partnership with 
the organizations NoBordes and Gaia 
Mission, we welcomed the Colombian 
volunteers Lina and Andrea. 
As part of their project that aimed at 
improving the sustainability of local 
communities in cultural, social enterprise 
and environmental projects, they actively 
supported all the activities of Diramarsi 
and RAM during their stay in Italy. This 
experience is a symbol of mutual 
enrichment and intercultural learning of 
each cultural exchange project.  
 



Sustainable Quarantine
During the long quarantine period, we had 
to suspend the planned program of 
activities. However, thanks to the 
inspirations given by living in close contact 
with nature and food production, we took 
advantage of this time to experiment with 
new workshops, self-production 
techniques, manual activities on recycling, 
healthy nutrition, use of local materials, 
etc.. All this with a focus on sustainability. 
We shared on social media advice and 
encouragement to follow our good 
practices.



In the Future...
Locally: Strengthen and expand the network with the local realities to spread 

values and knowledge.

Globally: Host experts to acquire and disseminate more knowledge, 

expanding collaborations with people, organizations and groups that pursue 

similar goals to compare and strengthen the exchange of expertise.

Trainings and Cultural Activities:
One on the main focus of the association is to involve the citizens in the 

rediscovery of the territory through active and conscious participation. For 

this reason Diramarsi aims at organising transversal events, touching the 

most diverse topics and field of intervention.



Ideas for Future Workshops
• Cultivation and production of agricultural beer.
• Theoretical and practical fermentation workshop.
• Nursing. How does breast milk production work?
• Nutrition. How to apply mindfulness to nutrition?
• Ceramics. Lathe technique.
• Drawing and painting with watercolors.
• Creation of natural cosmetics.
• Creation of natural/zero waste cleaning products.
• Sustainable farming and pastoral practices.
• Cooking workshops for the valorisation of local products.
• Qi Gong, Mindfulness and Yoga in nature for a greater awareness.
• Green building techniques for the construction of mini agritourism 

accommodation facilities



Accomodation & Financial 
Support

The ESC volunteers will be hosted in a house in Diramarsi. 
Diramarsi provide for the volunteers a share house composed by 3 bedrooms (a 
double room for the volunteers and another 2 single rooms where another 2 
persons from Diramars leave), a fully equipped kitchen and a bathroom.
When ESC volunteers will participate in institutional activities of Diramarsi cated in 
Moncalieri and out of, the association will cover any related expense, previously 
authorized by their supervisor.
Diramarsi will provide to the volunteers the food with local products or when 
necessary will accompany the volunteers to the shop and plus a pocket money of 5 
euros a day per month.
The travel costs will be reimbursed up to a certain amount allocated by the 
European Commission.



How to apply!

Send the CV and the application form to 
apply.esc@associazionejoint.org with the subject

line “Application for Diramarsi” as soon as
possible. Only shortlisted people will be contacted

to arrange an online interview.


